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The Bread Basket

The “ BREAD BASKET “ was designed to serve food in an innovative way 
adding a touch of creativity and excitement to the way food can be presented to increasingly attentive clients! 

The company was founded in 2013.  

After an initial experience in the catering industry, a young man felt the need to create something different. 
Hence, “The Bread Basket “ was born.  It’s a UNIQUE (UNICO) product, free from all animal ingredients 

and can be used to serve a huge variety of dishes, from CLASSIC SALADS, RISOTTO, PASTA, 
right through to more complex dishes – even desserts!

WHETHER YOUR FAVOURITE MEALS ARE TO BE SERVED HOT OR COLD 
IT MAKES NO DIFFERENCE!

  
The bread basket is designed to maintain its shape for the time it takes to eat the contents…

and the best part is that the bread basket can be eaten! 
 It’s crunchy, light texture makes it an ideal accompaniment to any dish.

UNICA operates in compliance with current laws on food hygiene with the support of accredited, 
analytical laboratories and Giubilesi & Associates Ltd., 

specializing in the management of quality systems, information and the protection of consumer health. 

ABOUT OUR BREAD BASKETS
The shape and sizes of the bread baskets are designed to cater to every need.

Its natural ingredients make it an ideal product that can be used and eaten by VEGETARIANS, 
vegans and by MUSLIMS as its guaranteed by the MUSLIM HALAL BRAND.

The various sizes make it ideal to use for 
APPETIZERS, FIRST COURSES, MAIN COURSES AND DESSERTS. 
Its neutral flavour makes it tasty with any combination – sweet or savoury.

The bread basket has been especially designed to be heated in microwave or ventilated 
ovens without undergoing any alterations! 

Its simplicity and versatility allow it be used at home for family dining right through to fine dining in restaurants 
adding a touch of innovation even to the most traditional dishes. 



“Large” Bread Basket

21 cm

    The large Bread Basket was our first basket, developed at the same time that we started our company in 2013.  

It’s the best selling item in our range occupying 70% of production from March to September.

Its shape was developed specifically for salads and designed to add a touch 
of originality and craftsmanship which is always appreciated both by professionals and consumers alike.

  The Large Bread Basket has a diameter of 21cm and a capacity of approximately 100cl.  
It’s approximately 7cm in height and weighs 70g.

There are five large bread baskets per bag, each bag is thermo-sealed to maintain freshness 
and facilitate storage.  There are 12 bags per box. 

Large Basket The ideal solution for salad



Medium Basket For your imagination

“Medium” Bread Basket
  The medium sized bread basket happened by chance…during a dinner amongst friends and between 

a few jokes and a few glasses of wine someone said, “try putting some soup in that bread basket”!

Obviously we would be pushing its function to an extreme if we really did use it for soup, but we can guarantee 
that the baskets maintain their shape and taste great with risotto and hot or cold pasta dishes in general!

The medium sized bread basket has a diametre of 19cm and a capacity of 0.75cl.  
It’s approximately 5cm in height and weighs 60grs.

The medium sized bread basket comes in thermo sealed bags each bag contains 6 pieces 
in order to maintain freshness and facilitate storage.

19 cm



From antipasti to risotti For high level catering 

“Small” Bread Basket “Mini” Bread Basket
  The small bread basket is by far the most versatile product within our range and can be used to contain 

anything from antipasti to risotti right through to desserts.

 The small bread baskets have a diametre of 17cm and a capacity of 0.40cl. 
They are approximately 5cm in height and weigh 40gr. 

The small bread basket comes in 8 thermo sealed bags per box, each bag contains 12 pieces 
in order to maintain freshness and facilitate storage.

The mini bread basket was developed around the middle of 2015 after participating in Expo Riva Hotel 
on Lake Garda in Italy, where we received many requests for a smaller sized basket 

that would be appropriate to use for finger food and for high level catering. 

The mini bread basket has a diametre of 12cm and a capacity of approximately 0.12 cl.
It’s approximately 5cm in height and weighs 35grs. 

The mini bread basket is packaged in 6 thermo sealed bags, 
each bag contains 20 pieces in order to maintain freshness and facilitate storage.

17 cm 12 cm




